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In 2005 my parents and I opened a neighborhood retail gift store. I was fortunate enough to be included 

in just about everything, even though I was young.  

Like so many businesses that have hopes and dreams and visions of grandeur – we didn’t quite expect 

everything to be so hard. And so we came to understand the extent of Murphy’s Law. 

Our plaza was typical of your average neighborhood strip center; we were anchored by a Henry’s 

Farmers Market. We had a UPS store, a Ben and Jerry’s, a Chinese food place, a dentist, a furniture 

store, a hair salon, a dry cleaners, a gym, and of course our adorable little gift store. If you visualize the 

nearest retail center to where you live this probably looks very similar to that. What was visual from the 

outside looking in was a thriving vibrant plaza with family friendly amenities and convenience. Perhaps 

what this room sees – certainly what I see, when I look at one of those strip malls is a whole lot of 

people that have staked everything – leveraged mortgages, borrowed money from the bank or perhaps 

family, cashed in retirements, saved, collected, raised, or pooled their money together to start a 

business – and a dream.  

Now this isn’t just my story or my parent’s story. This story is also about our neighbors – our friends – 

who had businesses in that plaza with us. And it is a story about every one of you too.  

When we signed our lease we signed it with Silk and Stewart and CB Richard Ellis; the owners and 

managers respectively; and we had a wonderful experience them. They were fair, responsive, 

maintained the property, communicated frequently – all the elements of a good working business 

relationship.  

However, typical of the conditions of the market once they filled the shopping center they sold it to the 

fastest buyer willing to pay the most for the property. Immediately we saw that life had changed. Our 

new owners fired the management company and our CAMs and Triple Nets increased; and yet… services 

decreased. They weren’t very nice people either.  

Meanwhile, the dry cleaner in our plaza was building out his suite and partly due to the municipality’s 

fault and partly due to his; he opened 6 months behind and $60,000 upside down. You can do the math; 

that’s a lot of pressed shirts. He was only in business for three months after that.  

One day we arrived to the store early to find our friend, the owner of the UPS Store, outside waiting for 

us with tears running down his cheeks. You see, he was always there first because he would drive 

around the plaza to check up on the property and make sure there weren’t any broken windows – 

literally or figuratively.  

When we asked Mike the UPS Man what was the matter he said three words, “Henry’s is closing.” Well 

my mom is a woman of action, and particularly handy in a crisis so her instinctive response was of 

course to tell him that we were going to go door to door and call a meeting by 9:30 a.m. and all the 



tenants would meet at the Euro Café next to our store. All the merchants met and we divided into 

committees. Some worked together to get a strategy together to work with our property owner, audit 

their books and try to identify where we had leverage as tenants. Some started researching potential 

anchors like Whole Foods, or Trader Joe’s, or operations we read in the paper looking for sites; then we 

would turn the viable leads over to the economic development department at the Town of Gilbert to 

follow up on. Others focused on co-oping our resources to bring traffic into the plaza once Henry’s 

vacated. They negotiated full pages in local magazines to advertise all the Mirador Square Merchants. 

They executed parking lot events benefitting local charities; anything to augment the 1,000 cars a day 

we lost when Henry’s left.  

This wasn’t without complication. When we went to file our “special event” paperwork with the town 

the application was ‘this’ thick and the permit was $200. The processing took an entire two weeks and 

then the town lost the paperwork. We didn’t get our permit issued but we had advertisements already 

out and materials printed. We have all had to consider at one time or other whether skirting permission 

and asking for forgiveness later would cost us more than the benefits. So we held the event anyway. 

Our plaza along with being lucky enough to lose an anchor and sell to property owner not incentivized or 

moved to fill 24,000 square feet of space; was along located one mile away from the municipal building 

in the town we were located. This meant our strip mall was a frequent favorite for compliance officers, 

or “sign policemen” cruising the shops for non-compliant A-frames and banners. Our friend the furniture 

store was not only ignorant on sign code ordinances, but she was also desperate to drive more traffic to 

her store. She had moved to this location and was previously in business at another location for 25 

years. The first A-frame she put out was too large, (not to sound like goldilocks) and then received a 

violation. Not too long after this she put out two A-frames and quickly discovered that was not allowed 

either. Her third offense came when she forgot to bring her A-frame in and accidentally left it out 

overnight. Well third time is the charm but maybe more appropriately – three strikes and you’re out. 

Code compliance confiscated her A-frame, gave her a fine of $1,200, and then prohibited her from using 

an A-frame for two years. Well, she didn’t make it another two years. 

With Henry’s gone and the plaza slowly starting to turn black, other challenges started to crop up. A 

once very nice center, located in one of the highest medium incomes in the town, was now experiencing 

unusual levels of criminal activity. Almost every day was new aspiring local artist, decorating the block 

walls, the dumpsters, and our doors with graffiti. We had a homeless man living in the trash compacter 

at Henry’s, and inside the once 24-hour SnapFitness. The Chinese restaurant was held up at gun point; 

our friends at the Euro Café had their shop broken into and their big screen TV stolen.  

Our property owners didn’t seem to care. They refused to fix burnt out parking lot lights, fill pot holes, 

or even respond to our complaints that the suites smelt like sewer gas. You see, shortly after the yoga 

studio left, we would notice on a more frequent basis this horrible smell that would leave you nauseas 

and light headed. I don’t know if we have any plumbers in the audience but apparently when a toilet is 

not flushed somewhat regularly, the gases come back up through the U-shaped pipe and travels through 

all the adjoining suites. It would get so bad some days we would have to close our stores. Nothing is less 

appetizing with chocolate than sewer gas. We called our property owners and begged them to come 

down and fix the problem. After refusing we said that if they couldn’t make it down by noon we would 



call the fire department. As usual we weren’t taken seriously. So, the employee that worked for Mike 

the UPS Man called the fire department and explained there was a horrible smell and he was feeling 

quite dizzy. It wasn’t long before hazmat showed up, busting down the door of the empty suite, testing 

soil and running around. And eventually they just flushed the toilet. After that – or more accurately after 

the fire department sent them a bill – the property owner just gave us a key to go maintain the other 

suite when we thought it necessary. 

I swear you can’t make this stuff up. 

As I mentioned before we were in the gift business so every day was a holiday in our store. We would 

have special banners made for the different holidays but because of the sign code we had to choose 

between Christmas or Valentine’s or Mother’s Day. After receiving a written “warning” from code 

compliance at the town one day prior to when our banner was supposed to be down (kind of like getting 

a warning for speeding before leaving the driveway) we decided we needed to get more involved.  

So we started going to town council meetings. And we invited ourselves to stakeholders meetings. We 

noticed something profound. There weren’t any small businesses on any of the boards, commissions, 

any of the bodies crafting and passing policy that impacted our business directly. And we were literally 

the only small businesses there. One day we showed up to a stakeholders group on temporary signage. 

They were discussing banner regulations, something we obviously had opinions about. Something 

strange and shocking happened. The members of the stakeholder group actually listened to us. We had 

influence because we simply showed up and explained the code could better work for us and the 

businesses in our plaza. We felt like it was a huge win. 

Over the four to five years we were at that location we saw many of our neighbors move out. Mike the 

UPS Man we helped move out of his store in the night. We stacked the boxes filled with the contents of 

his store, boxes that represented the retirement he planned for into the little space in his garage. He 

wasn’t crying anymore. I think he was too tired.  

It may sound like I am lamenting but I’m not. What came out of these experiences was truly remarkable. 

(We are almost at our lesson in the story.) Business owners from other plazas, even in other cities 

started coming to us. They asked us what we were doing to deal with a difficult landlord. They too had 

just lost an anchor and heard we had put on some very successful events. It became very evident that 

our story was not particularly unique. We were a microcosm. 

Small business is hard. You’re trying to juggle so many things – cash flow, marketing, inventory, trying to 

find people to hire, firing employees, trying to find the right people to hire, the unexpected doozies that 

come your way like losing an anchor store. It’s tireless. It’s thankless, mostly. It’s not for the faint of 

heart, or feeble of back or weak of stomach.  

But there was one thing that made it ostensibly better, and that was not doing it alone. With the 

prompting and encouragement of a few friends that were also business owners, we started the Small 

Business Alliance. We recognized that there was a magic in the community we had created, built on 

shared hardship, but forged in a deep understanding that heck this still beats having a boss!  



Now, since I think inspiration is a waste without action I’ll leave you with a challenge. Continue to invest 

in the public process. We have helped changed sign codes, improved processes, helped get policymakers 

elected that have improved the environment for all – mainly in the East Valley – but you get the idea. 

And if you remember how that was – it was because we showed up. I often hear excuses from business 

owners that they are too busy; don’t have the time or the bandwidth. Trust me, I get it. But if a tiny gift 

store that was a slave to retail hours can find the time and energy to drag themselves to a council 

meeting when no one else would – then so can everyone else.  

Malcolm Gladwell recently published a book called David and Goliath: Misfits, Underdogs, and the Art of 

Battling Giants – highly recommended if you haven’t read it. One of the main points he makes in the 

book really resonated with me. We all know the traditional story of David and Goliath and we 

understand that it isn’t always the seemingly strongest and mightiest that prevails. But more important 

than that, why David defeated Goliath was because he did something completely unexpected. I will use 

the proverbial ‘they’ now. They don’t expect you to show up. They expect you to be too busy, to not 

have the time or energy, to “have to run your business”. But small businesses are nothing if not 

resourceful and at times a bit surprising. Let’s find a way to show up. Let’s continue to do the 

unexpected together. 

 


